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Life on earth is water-based, and nature has evolved complex water-based matrix materials, 12 biological hydrogels, that are highly adapted to support cellular functions(Baranova, Attili, Wolny, & 13 Richter, 2011) . Found within cells and tissues (Chirila & Hong, 1998 these materials were considered primarily as inert filler materials but the complexity of their 21 functions is becoming ever clearer (Lutolf, 2009; Tatko, 2008) , and with this the challenge of 22 understanding these materials and their molecular components grows. As with many complex 23 systems the use of models to aid their study is widespread, and hydrocolloids, with physical 24 properties similar to natural tissue, are frequent components of such models (Lutolf, 2009) . 25
This mini review does not aim to provide a comprehensive overview of the structure and function 26 biological hydrogels or hydrocolloid based models of these materials, but rather to illustrate the 27 challenges they pose to scientific study and, through the use of specific examples, demonstrate how 28 hydrocolloids can contribute to the modelling, and hence better understanding, of these systems. 29
Examples of biological hydrogels 30
A number of biological hydrogels, their central molecular components and functions are presented 31 in table 1. Many classes of biomolecules are represented in these hydrogels but typically the long 32 range order in the hydrogel matrix is primarily provided by polysaccharides, fibrous proteins, 33 proteoglycans and high molecular weight glycoproteins or a combination of these, with other 34 smaller biomolecules contributing both physically and biochemically to the total functionality of the 35 material. Some biological hydrogels, such as the cumulus cell-oocyte complex matrix (Camaioni, 36 Salustri, Yanagishita, & Hascall, 1996) or the membrane bound mucin layer (Hattrup & Gendler, 37 2008) , are surface bound and in this case the cell membrane has a central structural role to play in 38 maintaining matrix architecture. Cell surface structures and membrane bound molecules also 39 interact with secreted hydrogel matrices with both anchoring and signalling functions (Flemming & Mucus has a protective function in the airways as part of the mucociliary clearance system. 171
Turbulent airflow promotes the deposition of inhaled particular matter, bacteria and viruses on to 172 the mucus surfaces of the conducting airways, where they become entrapped in the sticky mucus 173 blanket that covers the epithelium and is propelled upwards and out of the lungs by the beating cilia. 174
In this manner the air reaching the delicate gas exchange surfaces of the alveoli is relatively cleaner 175 than the inhaled air (Lillehoj & Kim, 2002) . The lungs also have a secondary clearance mechanism, 176 cough, which comes into play when the baseline mucociliary clearance is overwhelmed either 177 through increased mucus production or viscosity as a result of infection or underlying disease, or as 178 a first line response to inhalation of a high concentration of particulate matter such as dust ( were the viscoelasticity and the surface tension could be controlled by altering the hydrocolloid and 199 surfactant components respectively. They conclude that viscoelastic properties of the mucus but 200 not surface tension significantly influence droplet production, and propose, rather interestingly, that 201 pharmacological interventions to alter mucus rheology (and thus reduce droplet formation) could be 202
given simultaneously with treatment for infectious respiratory diseases to limit transmission of such 203 diseases within the population. 204
Modelling mucus as a functional element of organ systems 205
The role of mucus in the effective functioning of major organs such as the stomach is well 206 understood but this is not the case for all structures within the body. Dollinger and co-workers have 207 considered the case of the larynx(Dollinger, Grohn, Berry, Eysholdt, & Luegmair, 2014) where the 208 influence of mucus on phonation, that is sound production, is poorly understood despite widespread 209 consensus that mucus plays an important role in voice performance. In their preliminary study the 210 authors used ex vivo human larynges and investigated the influence of two hydrocolloid mucus 211 models, linear polystyrene sulfonate and the same polystyrene sulfonate crosslinked with the ionic 212 porphyrin TAPP to form nanoscale networks. A central element of phonation is the mechanical 213 vibration of the vocal folds, which is defined by both the mechanical properties of the tissue and the 214 transfer of energy from the airstream to the tissue. It is reasonable to assume that the boundary 215 layer of mucins/mucus on the vocal folds will affect this transfer, and this preliminary study 216 supported that conclusion suggesting that not only the presence of mucus, but also the structure of 217 the mucus can influence the mechanics of vocal fold vibrations and thus phonation. 218
Gardner and co-workers (Gardner, Covington, Tan, & Pearce, 2007) have taken a biomimetic 219 approach and made use of a polymer systems mimicking mucus, not to understand an in vivo organ 220 system but rather to improve the function of an electronic 'nose'. Taking inspiration from studies 221 demonstrating that the mucus layer that coats the nasal epithelium has partitioning properties 222 similar to gas chromatography contributing to the coding of olfactory information, they have 223 engineered an artificial nose that incorporates a retentive polymer coating in addition to chemical 224 sensors, improving its functionality. In this case the 'model mucus' used 225 (Polymonochloroparaxylene C) bares little similarity to the native material and rather falls outside 226 the scope of this article, however it is included here to illustrate the shear breadth of applications 227 where models for biological hydrogels can potentially be utilised. , and as such it is important to gain an understanding of bacteria within these matrix 235 colonies. These bacterial biofilms pose the same kind of challenges to research as the hydrogel 236 matrices originating from eukaryote cells; they are highly variable and inhomogeneous, isolation of 237 matrix components is difficult, and understanding of the precise role and interactions of biofilm 238 matrix polymers in limited. In fact EPS have been called "the dark matter of biofilms" as a result of 239 the difficulty in analysing them (Flemming & Wingender, 2010) . Again, the case for using hydrogel 240 models to increase our understanding of these materials is strong, aided by the fact than some of 241 the EPS polysaccharides such as alginate, gellan and xanthan can be generated by bacteria in 242 bioreactors providing a better source of molecular constituents than is available for many of the 243 eukaryote matrix polymers. Indeed Hellriegel and co-workers have performed a detailed study of 244 gellan, obtained from Sphingomonas elodea, gelled under differing polymer and mono and divalent 245 cation concentrations and evaluated it as a physiochemical biofilm model (Hellriegel, et al., 2014) . that the reaction rate of chlorine with cellular biomass is sufficiently fast that diffusion of chlorine 254 into the biofilm is rate-limiting, providing an explanation for the poor efficacy of chlorine as a 255 disinfectant when used against microorganisms in biofilms (Chen & Stewart, 1996) . Hu and co-256 workers have also utilized agar as a model biofilm to study the diffusion of a bacteriophage. Using 257
Escherichia coli as host cells they found that dead host cells significantly slowed phage diffusion, but 258 the addition of the phage to the biofilm model when the host cells were in an exponential growth 259 phase significantly increased phage diffusion (Hu, Miyanaga, & Tanji, 2012 
